Case Study

Topkey Group

Topkey Group Uses NeoSapphire All-Flash Array to Enhance
Virtual Server Performance and Deployment Flexibility
“Among many brands in the market,
AccelStor provides impressive performance
and reliability as well as timely and
first-rate technical support services.
After introducing NeoSapphire 3411 to
our storage system, we see a significant
enhancement in the overall performance
of our virtual servers. In addition, the
NeoSapphire all-flash array delivers a
superior price-performance advantage
over its competitors and ensures low
maintenance costs. There is no doubt
that it was the best choice for Topkey.”
Ding-Chu Chen from Information
Technology Department at
Topkey Group
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have been greatly improved. AccelStor’s
Physical server- ERP Oracle database, Samba server applications …(using PCI-E SSDs)
KVM virtualization platform - Domain controllers and web servers for MES and ERP

all-flash array storage has successfully
helped Topkey accelerate their business
without compromising efficiency, reliability,
or IT flexibility. Topkey is expecting a

KVM virtualization platform
– Web servers and file servers
– Database servers (SQL, MySQL and PostgreSQL...)

continued growth in their future operational
performance.

10Gb Ethernet Switch
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Figure 1：Architecture diagram of Topkey adopting NeoSapphire 3411 to
their virtualization platform
The NS3411 features high-speed 10GbE
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applications.”

overall performance of our virtual servers.
In addition, the NeoSapphire all-flash array
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